Breadalbane Academy

Newsletter June 2017
Headteacher’s Address
Dear Parents
Congratulations on supporting your children through another school session.
We have travelled together once again through the dark days of January into
the sunshine of June, and there is no doubt that the school would not have
achieved what it has without your stalwart support. So, may I take this
opportunity to say thank you for all your support throughout the year - from getting youngsters out of bed
in the morning and sending them in properly attired to supporting them to stick in and pursue their
ambitions when the going gets tough. You too have earned a rest!
Secondary School Uniform
On the subject of pupils being properly attired, June is always a good time to remind parents of
expectations regarding uniform. Primary parents can consult homework diaries for guidance on primary
uniform, but I would like to remind secondary parents of the following expectations for August:
 A school tie
 A white blouse or shirt (or black in the case of S6)
 Black trousers or skirt (leggings are not permitted)
 A black jumper or cardigan (hoodies are not permitted)
 Black footwear.
I would particularly stress that we are keen to eliminate the rainbow of colours that currently
characterises our young people’s footwear and serves to undermine a generally smart appearance.
Finally, may I wish all parents and pupils an enriching, rewarding and, most of all, refreshing summer
break.
J Devine
Headteacher/Campus Leader
We have launched an online version of our newsletter with more pictures, tweets and video clips!
Visit it at https://sway.com/8lL9W3ZJXlFaCohG?ref=Link
John Devine
Karen Gatehouse
Timothy Woodcock
Vicky Marshall
Jenda Westwood
e-mail us:
Phone / Absence line:

Headteacher
Depute Headteacher Pupils & Staff Support (Mhor / Schiehallion House)
Depute Headteacher School Improvement – Secondary (Farragon / Lawers House)
Depute Headteacher – Nursery & Primary
Business Manager
Breadalbane@pkc.gov.uk
01887 822300

online at:

http://www.breadalbane.pkc.sch.uk/BA/
@BreadalbaneAcad
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Staffing Update
Farewell to…
Finlay MacSween
Sue Butter
Pete Butter

PT Gaelic

Welcome to…
Caroline Stewart
Mairead MacLeod
Tom Longley

Laurie Anne Carr

PT Home Economics
Teacher - Rural Skills &
Geography
PT Art & Design

David Gosling
Stuart Blair
Siobhan Blair
Ruth Cameron
Hannah Ferguson
Fiona MacDonald

Teacher - English
Teacher - Physics
Business Support Team
Primary Teacher
Primary Teacher
Nursey ECP

Caroline Robb
Caroline Robb

Sean O’Donnell

PT Home Economics,
Health & Wellbeing
Teacher - Gaelic
Teacher - Physical
Education
Teacher – Modern Studies
& History
Primary Teacher
Primary Teacher

Gaelic MOD
Staff and pupils have had a busy time preparing for the Perthshire and Angus Provincial MOD which
was held recently in the campus. We had pupils across the school taking part in Gaelic learners,
Gaelic medium and instrumental classes. Thanks must go to everyone involved who worked
extremely hard in the run up to and on the day. Highlights of our successes include:












Duncan McDiarmid was placed 2nd for S1-S3 Bible Reading; Anna McDiarmid won the S4-S6
Bible Reading class and Roddy Mathieson placed 2nd.
Lauren Campbell was 2nd in the P1-3 Gaelic Learners Recital from Memory class.
Sabina Laurie won the P1-3 Recital from Memory (GME), and was 3rd in the P1-3 GME Poster.
Jack Dimmock won the P1-3 Gaelic Conversation (GME).
Elspeth Milton was awarded 2nd in the P6-S1 Solo Singing and Anna McDiarmid was 2nd in the
S2-S4 Solo Singing.
In the Acted Playlet class for Gaelic Learners, P3/4 were 2nd and P4/5 were 3rd.
In the GME Acted Playlet class Breadalbane GME P5/6 won and GME P1-3 were 3rd.
The P4-7 Duet was won by Skye Thomas and Elspeth Milton and joint 2nd was awarded to
Annie Pointer and Beth Dimmock.
The GME choir won the primary choir section
Breadalbane took all the honours in the strings section with the cello trio, Elspeth Milton and
Rhys Plunkett winning their sections, and Isla Logan and Daisy Arnold were joint 2nd.
In the P4-7 GME Poster class Beth Dimmock won and 3rd went to Elspeth Milton

For more results please see our online newsletter.
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Community Garden Update
As Mr Butter retires, he would like to showcase some photographs showing the development of the
school garden from 2007 to 2017. Mr Butter commented that “pupils at Breadalbane should be very
proud of their work”. After 10 years at Breadalbane, Mr Butter also wishes to thank all staff and parents
for their support.
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Staffing Changes
The end of session always brings some staffing changes in the Primary.
We would like to welcome Caroline Robb who will be joining us as a probationer teacher in August
in P2.
We also have to say good bye and good luck to a number of colleagues this year.
Ruth Cameron – after two years as an effective infant teacher with us, Mrs Cameron is leaving for
sunnier climes to join her husband who will be taking up a post in St Helena.
Hannah Ferguson – after successfully completing her probationary
Pink Dayyear, Miss Ferguson was
successful in obtaining a pupil support teacher post in West Dunbartonshire.
Claire Edwards – as she is increasing her teaching commitment at Grandtully Primary, Miss
Edwards will sadly not be returning to teach music in the primary next session.
Fiona MacDonald – will be missed as a long-standing ECP in the nursery when she moves to the
West Coast.
Maureen Rowan – unfortunately comes to the end of her contract after ably teaching P1/2 for a
term.

Nursery News
The nursery class has ended the year with a very busy term. Our learning themes have been around
our outdoor environment and the transition to school. Our new P1s are ready for the challenges of
school and recently enjoyed two mornings in P1. The transition programme began in January with
children from our nursery and ABC having opportunities to join a range of curricular and social
experiences.
Thank you to the family and friends who joined us on Thursday 15th June for a celebratory, end of
year BBQ. The staff greatly enjoyed catching up with our families and the many new babies that have
arrived this year. Our last big splash was on Friday 23rd June; our family swim. Thank you to all our
families for the support they have shown across the year, and particularly at this busy time. Have a
great summer! Mrs D Jenkins
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P5/6 News
These are some of our highlights of our last term in P5/6…..
 Rosie and Hollie enjoyed some success taking part in the Athletics at Pitlochry High School with Rosie
through to the finals in June – Well done girls.
 This term P5/6’s topic has been Science Explorers we have learned loads of cool science with our “What
is Science?” workshop. We learned more about science skills and took part in the Mentos Challenge,
which was hard to make work! It was VERY messy and it was really difficult to make a “Fair Test”. We
explored is black black? in our Chromatography experiments. Everyone has researched and presented
some excellent science projects with highlights being magnetism, static electricity, rocks, lava lamps,
turtles. The class got the chance to take part in fun experiments and demonstrations. Scientists of the
future, here we are!
 Kieren has been our class poet with his amazing and funny poem “The Fishy Appetite” – now we have all
created animal, sport and fantasy poems. We used our own poems
and other poets to inspire our writing. Our poetry really helped us
create amazing fantasy stories for the end of the year too. We have
all succeeded at our writing challenges this year.
 Outdoor Learning with Mrs O’Shea has been fantastic. We have
discovered lots about bugs, frogs, fungi, trees, animals and plants.
We have even been trees in the wood ourselves. Our favourite
game is Camouflage.
 Our trip to the Highland Wildlife Park was fun and we learnt
lots about Endangered Species in Scotland and around the
world.
 Health week has been one of our best weeks. The Dodgeball
tournament was very energetic and fun and the teachers
nearly won!! Everyone loved the assault course, the gym fun
and of course the Primary Health Walk….
 An amazing year in P5/6, we don’t want it to end but there
are new adventures for us all next year. It’s over and out from
P5/6.
16-6-17 by the children of P5/6

Minibeasts in P1!
P1 have been learning about minibeasts
this term. We started with a minibeast hunt
in the school garden and we have learned
some amazing facts about spiders, bees,
earthworms and snails. We have watched
our own caterpillars grow and change into
painted lady butterflies.
We visited Vane Farm near Kinross to find
out more about pond minibeasts and food
chains. We had a great day pond dipping
and identifying our finds.
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Health Week
We have a very active primary pupil council who meet fortnightly with Mrs Thomson and Miss
Ferguson. The main focus this term was organising and running Health Week in the primary in the
week beginning Monday 12 June. The week began with all nursery and primary pupils going on a walk
through the local countryside. The pupil council designed obstacle courses and fun activities for pupils
on Tuesday and Thursday. Wednesday saw the school participate in a dodgeball tournament. The
infant section was won by P3/4 and P7b won the upper school section. Despite a good fight from staff,
the P7 team won the staff versus pupils match! The week culminated in our primary school sports day
where pupils participated in the flat, bat and beanbag, donkey derby, skipping and sack races. A good
afternoon was had by everyone with pupils in Schiehallion being particularly happy as they won sports
day. Massive thanks are due to the Pupil Council, Mrs Thomson and Miss Ferguson for their continued
hard work throughout the year as well as all the parents and carers who supported these events.

P3/4 News
As part of our learning about animal adaptations, habitats and birds,
P3/4 visited Vane Farm RSPB reserve near Loch Leven. Our class
trip took place on Thursday 15 June and was free to pupils. ALDI
have subsidised the RSPB reserve cost for educational purposes
from the money they have earned from the sales of carrier bags.
Thank you ALDI! P3/4 had a great day out together and learnt lots
of new information about our topic.

Book Fair
Thanks to everyone who has bought books
from the Scholastic Book Fairs held in the
primary department. Using the commission
earned from sales we have recently
purchased around 90 dictionaries as well as
some additional dictionaries to support pupils
with dyslexia. We have also managed to buy
class sets of atlases to replace our outdated
versions. Not only will all primary pupils
benefit greatly from these new resources but
we still have more commission to spend!

County Sports
Our primary athletes had great
success at the Highland Cluster Trials
earlier this term. Children from P6
and P7 won 14 track and field events
out of a possible 24.
The event winners progress to the
Perthshire County Championships at
the George Duncan Arena, on
Thursday 22 June – look out for the
results in our online newsletter!
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Gaelic Medium John Muir Award
This year, primary 5 and 6 in the GME Class were privileged
to take part in the John Muir Awards under the guidance of
Mrs Cristie Moore. Throughout the year, they gained
knowledge and skills in interpreting their surroundings and
became aware of many environmental and conservation
issues. One of their projects, to invent Gaelic names for
some lichen species, made it into the e-newsletter of the
Bryologist (lichen and moss specialists) society! On a visit to
the John Muir nature reserve on Schiehallion, they were
presented with their John Muir award certificates.

P5/6 with their certificates!

The wider class also benefited from this, learning about their
environment and wildlife on several visits to the Birks of
Aberfeldy, Allean Forest and Schiehallion. On these trips
they set wildlife camera traps, collected owl pellets which
they later dissected in Mrs Libreri’s lab; measured the height
of trees and helped to create natural barriers to protect
native tree seedlings and learned how to stream dip. This
will stand them in good stead, should they take part in the
John Muir Award in future.

Gaelic Medium Class News
Throughout the session, the GME class followed the fortunes of Kirsty and Davie Murray in Kathleen Fidler’s
novel “The Desperate Journey,” covering topics as diverse as the Highland Clearances, life in the Glasgow
tenements, health and sanitation, Scotland’s industrial heritage and emigration.
Early in the summer term, the class visited Historic Scotland’s
Stanley Mill and learned something of the harsh conditions under
which young children had to work. They also got some hands-on
experience of what they had learned about Forces in their science
topic as they found out how water powered the enormous mill
wheels.

The class managed to kidnap Mr Finlay MacSween from the Secondary
School for a day as they visited the Clearance Village at Allean Forest by
Loch Tummel. As well as finding out about living conditions in a black
house, they re-enacted an eviction as it would have happened during the
clearances, with Mr MacSween playing the role of the vicious Factor very
convincingly!
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Transitions
This term has seen pupils
prepare for moving onto the
next stage in their school
career. P7 pupils have had a
range of days with other P7
pupils from other local schools,
including a stay at Comrie Croft
and two days experiencing
classes in the secondary.
Breadalbane and ABC nursery
pupils have enjoyed regularly
working in the primary,
including sharing playtimes in
the P1-3 playground and
spending two mornings in P1.
All pupils had a ‘move up
morning’ which involved
working with new teachers in
the classroom they will be
working in next session.

Transition News

June 2017

Comrie Croft Adventure
P7 pupils transitioning to Breadalbane Academy in August took part
in a residential experience at Comrie Croft 17th – 19th May.. A
range of events which included bush craft skills, team building,
cycling and climbing were enjoyed by all. Pupils met and worked
with a range of new teachers and some of the schools partners e.g.
Live Active, Skills Development Scotland, Tayside Contracts and
Outdoor Education. New friendships were made and new skills
developed.
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Science News - High
Altitude Balloon Club
A dedicated team of S2-S6’s recently
completed the maiden launch of their
high altitude balloon on Sunday18
June. This has been the culmination
of 2 years of work. The team
communicated with a payload floating
at 34km and tracked it as it fell to
Earth from a max speed of some
100mph to a gentle 4 metres per
second. The balloon missed landing
in an RAF base by 100m and some
stunning Go Pro photos are the
evidence of the success. For a more
detailed account and more pictures
visit our online newsletter!

S2 Engineering Challenge
On Wednesday 7th June all pupils in S2 participated in a Stem Day, sponsored by National Grid. The
Smallpeice Trust STEM Day involved an interactive workshop to introduce pupils to the exciting world
of engineering - bringing science, technology, engineering and maths to life. It was hosted by Tom
Adams; a Smallpeice Trust trained educator, who delivered aspects of the curriculum in science,
technology and maths. The activity helped to demonstrate and reinforce the link between the
curriculum and wider world; while enhancing pupils’ understanding and aptitude for problem-solving,
creativity, design and engineering.
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Scottish Maths Challenge
A massive well done to Duncan McBride and Robbie
MacKinnon who both won medals in the Scottish Mathematical
Council’s Mathematical Challenge. Duncan won a bronze
award and Robbie won gold! Here they are pictured with their
prizes on the award day at the University of Stirling on
Wednesday 7 June.

History News
Battlefields Reminder – Miss Wilde would like to remind parents
that all payments need to be in by Sunday 20 August in order to
meet the travel company deadline. A letter was sent home in May
reminding parents also about passport and European Health
Cards. Please get in touch if there any problems.

In May S1
students took
part in an
experimental
archaeology trip
to the Crannog
Centre in
Kenmore.

S3 Modern Studies
S3 pupils held a mock election on Thursday 8 June. Pupils created 4 fictitious political parties, key
policies and advertising campaigns. Others promoted the election, created a register of voters and set
up the polling station and counting process. S1-4 pupils were encouraged to sign up, participate and
gain a greater understanding of what happens around the country on that very same day. Polling
commenced at 9.30am and ran until lunchtime when polls will close and votes were counted. The
Voice of the Pupils (VOP) declared victory at the end of the day!
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Geography News
National 5 Geography
The class had another successful trip to Dun Coillich to conduct their N5 assignment. Pupils spent the
morning gather data about the flow of the river, specifically looking at changes in speed, depth, width
and bedload. The data collected will then be analysed back in class and the pupils will be able evaluate
their findings. The weather was damp but the spirit of the pupils was not! Photos are available on the
school twitter feed and in the online version of the newsletter.
S2 Geography Fieldwork
During the summer term the S2 Geography pupils have been out and about in Aberfeldy. The aim of
the fieldwork was to look at changes in the town as you move from the centre to the edge along
Kenmore Street. Pupils examined building height, age and use. They also examined the traffic flow at 4
key study locations. Once back in class, the pupils look at the data they have gathered to see if it fits
with what they expected and they will try to explain ‘why’ these changes occur. This was a great
opportunity to do some learning outside the classroom.

S2 Walk
On Wednesday 31 May, over sixty S2 pupils headed for the hills close to Aberfeldy. Their destination
was the less well-known Loch Farleyer: a beautiful gem hidden among rugged hills and rolling pasture
land north of Camserney.
Both pupils and staff are to be congratulated on their endurance in
succeeding to cover the 12-mile distance and (sometimes) steep
gradients! There were things to spur them on: the beautiful
weather, the stunning landscapes and – the promise of a barbecue
at the loch! And it didn’t disappoint – most welcome, delicious and
kindly laid on by Sue Butter, PT of Home Economics at
Breadlabane Academy.
The walk was very varied, taking in a beautiful (and flat) river, a stop-off at the Community Garden for
shade and orange juice, a steep climb through pasture land and finally looking onto jagged hills around
the loch, containing the promise of red deer and eagles.
The walk, while part of the Outdoor Education curriculum, was a most enjoyable day out which ended
in tired bodies and sore feet, but smiling faces. This event looks set to become a regular feature on the
school calendar.
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Activities Week 2017
S1-3 pupils were again involved in a wide range of activities during
the first week of May. Highlights included trips to Landmark,
Edinburgh Zoo and Xscape; a plethora of school based options
such as a Breadalbane Bake Off(pictured left), 5-a-side football,
walks, picnics and a well-being day – and for the more adventurous
there were options to take part in canyoning, climbing and
mountain biking.

There was also the annual Breadalbane Olympics,
containing challenges such as giant Jenga, a space
hopper relay, a wheelbarrow challenge and a
newspaper quiz. The winning team are pictured on
the right.

Careers Update
Pupils have input into careers and career education through subjects and Social Education. Many
departments have a Careers Wall within their area and staff emphasise the relevance of the work
being covered to the job market – both in terms of qualifications and skills that they are developing.
Pupils are encouraged to use a computer resource – MY WORLD OF WORK – and in particular they
are being encouraged to not just sign in but to register with this so that the programme keeps a record
of what they have been using and looking at.
Pupils have access to Stefan Mullen who works for Skills Development Scotland – they can self-refer
via Personal Support or by speaking to Mr Davidson or Mrs Benning.
All career opportunities are advertised in the Daily Notices, which are read out in registration, as well
as being put on the school website – pupils are encouraged to look at these. Where appropriate pupils
are emailed/group called to make them aware of up and coming opportunities. Through SE and
personal support staff may know the specific careers that pupils are interested in so we can pass on
appropriate information to them.
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Employability
Breadalbane Academy is fortunate to work with many local businesses to ensure our pupils gain
awareness of current workforce environments, occupations and career opportunities.
Working in partnership with employers bringing many benefits to everyone involved:





Business partners become enlightened about the current school environment and are provided the ability
to give input into the curriculum. They gain a greater understanding and appreciation of the current
educational, social, economic and cultural demands of the school on pupils and their families.
By having experience of work, pupils are provided with with real world expectations to support the
school, e.g. arrive to class on time; respect others; problem solving and working as part of a team.
Pupils gain awareness of current workforce environments and of occupations and career pathways.
Teachers gain insight into the current workforce demands/needs that may be applicable to the curriculum
they teach.

We have recently been exploring ways to expand the work we do with our workplace partners to
provide pupils with a more varied experience of work and link opportunities more closely with the local
labour market.
Our new 3 year partnership agreement with Moness will offer pupils the chance to experience firsthand many of the different careers available to pursue at the resort. The focus will be on hairdressing
and hospitality initially, with a view to developing cosmetology and other opportunities in the future.
Pupils interested in these careers will be given the opportunity to work alongside industry professionals
at Moness and staff from Moness will visit the school to support the delivery of level 4 hairdressing in
our salon.
Breadalbane Academy will host a Ropeworks event in
September in conjunction with Span Access, The Forestry
Commission, Wee Adventures and SSE. The aim is to
highlight to a group of pupils how additional qualifications
such as Working at Height can give you the edge in the
job market. Highland Fling Bungee will also launch a very
exciting opportunity at this event. More news will follow
after summer…

Remember to follow us online for up-to-date
news and information items about what’s
happening in our school!

We have done some great work this year and have very
some exciting plans for next year. To maximise our efforts
to develop pupils’ employability skills we need to work
with a wide variety of local businesses/social
enterprises/charities. If you know of any organisation that
would like to discuss being involved with the school,
please ask them to contact:

@BreadalbaneAcad
@BreadalbaneEng
@BreadalbaneCC
@BreadAc_PE

Monica Young, Project Officer monicayoung@pkc.gov.uk

Find us at
http://www.breadalbane.pkc.sch.uk/BA/
Follow us on twitter –
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Summer Spectacular
Wednesday 21 June saw the hall filled with parents and friends to celebrate the strength of the
performing arts department in the school. Mrs Shore made a temporary return from maternity leave to
help compere the event although Jamie Scott stole the show with his ad libs and improvised dance
routine! There was a wide and varied range of music to enjoy, from soloists to our larger bands and
choirs. – including a surprise performance by our enterprising staff members! Two dance
performances and a special guest appearance by the F24 car were also enjoyed by the audience. The
staff choir were on hand to showcase their “talents” in “music” and “dance” for a one night only
performance – this was particularly appreciated by the young people! Refreshments were courtesy our
S2 Home Economics pupils and Stewart Tower Dairy, who combined to produce their own unique
flavours for the night. Many thanks to all the young people and staff involved, and especially Mrs
Thorne for pulling it all together!

Rugby Update
The rugby club this year has been a great success, with all players developing their skills and rugby
knowledge, which has consequently enabled them to be more effective in game situations.
This year our U16s and U18s have lined up against Blairgowrie High School where they held their own,
narrowly losing the away game but convincingly winning the return fixture. The S1, S2 and S3 have
competed in round robin 10s and 7s tournaments across Perth & Kinross. We have had mixed results,
however our most notable successes have come from the S3s winning both the North Inch and
Kenmore 7s.
Following this on 15th June, Breadalbane Academy brought 45 pupils to a Perthshire 7s tournament
held at Perthshire RFC which resulted in an overall win for the school. Excellent rugby was played, with
both the S1/S2 combined and U18s team competed well but it was the U16s who dominated
opposition schools, finishing 1st and 2nd in their age group. This was a brilliant day, with all pupils being
great ambassadors for the school.
Next year, training will continue on a Thursday after school until 5pm and adding to this, the school is
currently developing links with Aberfeldy Rugby Club in the hope we can offer more rugby in the future.
Overall, this year has been a success and with continued commitment and consistency, there is no
doubt that our rugby players can further their abilities, pushing towards their potential and take their
rugby to the next level.
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School Sports Day
Sports Day took place on Wednesday 14th June with a huge turnout of pupils competing in the Finals.
In the lead up to Sports Days pupils had been competing in Heats to reach this day and aim to become
Sports Champion Girl or Boy for each year group.
With a new race (the 60m) introduced this year a new excitement rose around Sports Day with times
under 9 seconds being recorded by many. House points were also up for grabs and many pupils were
heard shouting on members of their houses during many of the track events. It was an excellent day of
sport and even weather which stayed dry and mild for the duration providing perfect conditions for such
great competition.
A number or records were created in new events at each age group as well as the standard being set
for the future with all 60m times being recorded for future pupils to aim for.
Thanks to all the pupils for such an excellent day and to the staff for running events throughout as well.
Full results are available in the online version of our newsletter, but some of the records broken
include:



1500m – S2 Boys Judah Hannigan - 5.30.06 (Record); S2 Girls Chloe Billimore - 7.12.69
(Record); S4 Girls Rona Hitchins - 6.19.06 (Record)
Triple Jump – S4 Boys Aidan Norris - 9.14m (Record); S4 Girls Rona Hitchins - 9.44 (Record)
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What We Have Achieved…
Over the last year the Parent Council has been busy creating and supporting opportunities for our
young people and supporting the link between parents/ carers and the school. We have done a lot
including:








Holding monthly meetings covering a range of topics
Raising lots of money for activiites for our young people and for young people with additional support
needs
Supporting clubs, trips, playground developments and much more
Running a number of fundraising and social events
Organising a University information evening
Supporting recruitment of staff and school management
Conducting a communication survey

Communications Survey April 2017
Thank you to everyone who participated in the Communications Survey. We’re just beginning to do the
analysis of all the responses, and in general the results suggest parents and carers feel school
communications have improved since 2015, though there is still more to do. Some important issues
were highlighted, and good suggestions provided for what more needs to happen. We’ll present a
report with all the results, along with a response from the senior management team – who are
committed to continuing to improve communications - in early autumn once back to school.
Activities and Plans for 2016/17
We will be holding monthly meetings on a range of topics. Our first meeting is Tuesday 26
September at 6.30pm. We will be firming up our plans for the next session in August but our focus
will be on:
• Improving communications
• Playground developments in the primary
• Support for sport and outdoor learning
• Fundraising and social events
• Grant giving to groups, clubs and staff
We need your help… we can’t do all this without you! So get in touch. Parents have an important role
to play in our school and our young people’s education. Please get involved in Parent council in any
way you can. Contact:
Email Chairperson@breadalbaneparents.com
Website www.breadalbaneparents.com
Facebook www.facebook.com/Breadalbane/ParentCouncil
Or join the 50 50 Club - This is a simple way of you winning and the Parent Council raising funds to
support our school. Email contact@breadalbaneparents.com to find out more.

